T-Bar / Knob installation

1) The small allen screw must first be removed from inside the t-bar knob.
2) Then separate the knob from the shaft.
3) Tap the large end until the plug falls out to expose the slotted screw.
4) Attach the shaft to the handle blank using 2 screw drivers.
5) Reverse the procedure to reassemble.

You should use blue Loctite 242 when attaching the knob to the handle blank.

Blank and T-Bar knob after assembly.

Attaching the Round Knob to the Handle Blank.

There are 2 basic parts to all power handles; the knob and the handle blank.
First, remove the Philips head screw from the bottom of the knob.
Keep the washer on the internal knob screw as the washer is positioned between the knob and the handle; not between the knob and the Philips head screw.
To attach the knob to the handle blank, you must unscrew the two halves of the knob. Place a normal screw driver into the bottom half of the knob and use the screw driver to push the internal screw past the bottom of the knob.
Place a small amount of Loctite (medium strength) into the opening of the internal screw.
Attach the Philips head screw thru the handle blank into the knob.
With the normal screw driver inserted into the bottom of the knob to prevent rotation, tighten the Philips head screw.
If the knob seems loosely attached to the handle blank, you should tighten the internal screw while keeping the external Philips heads from rotating with the use of the Philips head screw driver.

Use of Round Power Knob with Most Reels.

The Power Knob, without handle blank, can be installed on most reels, both conventional and spinning reels by drilling out the retaining rivet of your existing reel knob. In most cases, a 3/16” drill bit will do the job. Then the Power Knob is easily attached.